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Heading of Judgment in MACT case.

Before the Member, Motor Accident Claim Tribunal, Sonitpur,

Tezpur.

Present: Sri J.M,Barmanr AJS'

Member, MACI SonitPur

Tezpur.

Mac (I) Case No: 88/ 2019

Sri Himanshu Kalita

S/O-Sri Akhil Kalita

Resident of village-Bam Parbatia

P.S ifezpur, Dist: SonitPur ( Assam )
--claimant

-Vs-

Union of India
( Represented by the Chief Secretary ,

Ministry of defence , Govt. of India).
Rajpath, E-Block, Central Secretaries,
New Delhi , Delhi -110011.

Commanding officer,

5104ASC BN, C/O-99 APO

Salanibari . H.Q: Missamari

Dist: Sonitpur ( Asssam )
-----owner of the offending vehicle

1.

2.
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Date of argument

Date of Judgement

APPEARANCE:

3.
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Sep. Manoj Kumar yadav.

Driver No: 14862827W,
5104 ASC BN,

CIO-99 APD, Salinibari
HQ: Missamari , Tezpur
District: Sonipur ( Assam )
--------Driver of tfre offending vehicle.

-- Opposite pafties.

01-0G2022 & LB-07-2022

30-07-2022

\<r.*
Advocate for the claimant : Mr. B. Borah

Advocate for the opposite party No.1 to 3: Mr. S.

JUDGMENT

1. This is a claim arising out of a petition, filed by

the claimant Himanshu Kalita for granting

compensation of Rs. s,96,732 (Rupees five lakhs,

ninety thousand , seven hundred and thirlry-two ) only

on account of grievous injury sustained by him in a
Motor vehicle accident occurred on 18.04.2015 at
about 10.20 AM , near NRL petrol pump at Deorigaon,

Tezpur:

Member
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2. It is contended by the claimant that on the fateful

day, i.e. 18.04.2015 at about 10.20 AM, while the

claimant was proceeding from Tezpur towards his

home at Bamparbatia by riding his motor cycle bearing

registration number AS-12H-8128 ( TVS,APACHE) and

while the claimant reached near NRL petrol pump at

Deorigaon, NT road, Tezpur, the offending Army vehicle

bearing registration number 448I 03L52t64, ( Ashok

Leyland ) driven by its driver in a rash and negligent

manner with high speed, which was proceeding

towards Tezpur from Mission chariali side and

suddenly by coming to a wrong side, had knocked the

claimant from front side, thereby causing the accident.

As a result of the aforesaid accident the claimant had

suffered grievous injury on his head and face and other

parts of the body resulting multiple fracture of facial

bones. The claimant further submitted in his claim

petition that immediately after the accident the

claimant was taken to Mission hospital Tezpur, but the

attending doctors considering the grievous injury

sustained by him, had referred him to Guwahau for

better medical treatment and thereafter the clairnant

was admitted at GNRC, Guwahati. Thereafter again the

claimant had shifted to Guwahati Medical College and
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Hospital, Guwahati (in short GMCH) as a indoor patient

on 18104120L5 and he was released from GMCH,

Guwahati on 1610512015. The claimant further

submitted in his claim petition that he was also treated

at Regional Dental clinic, Guwahati and still he is under

treatment. Accordingly the claimant he had incurred an

amount of n rBB,23zl (Rupees one lakh, eighty-eight

thousand, two hundred and thirty two) only for his

medical treatment to tiil filing of the instant claim

petition and due to the aforesaid injury he became

permanently disabled and has lost his income sources.

He further submitted that due to the disfiguration of
his face for the injury sustained by him, he has lost his

beauty. The claimant further submitted that at the

relevant time of accident he was a student of ITI
Tezpur and after the accident he could not continue his

study to higher classes. Accordingly, he prays an

amount of n s,96,732/ (Rupees five lakhs, ninety-six

thousand and seven hundred and thirty two ) only as a

compensation for the injury sustained by him in the
road traffic accident.

3. Opposite party No: 1, 2 & 3 after receiving notice

from this Tribunal have appeared and contest the
proceeding by filing their written statement. opposite
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party No: 1 to 3 in their written statement took the

pleas that claim petition is barred by limitation, and

claim petition is not maintainable. Opposite party No: 1

to 3 further denied the ?ge, occupation of the

claimant, and the nature of the injury sustained by the

claimant in road accident. Opposite parties further

submitted in their written statement, that claimant

himself was riding his motor cycle bearing registration

number AS-12H-8128 at the relevant time of accident

and had knocked the Army vehicle, but he has not

impleaded the owner and insurer of the aforesaid

motorcycle. According to OP No: 1 to 3, the claimant at

the relevant time of accident, while riding his

motorcycle, had not wear his helmet and the vehicle

has no any valid insurance policy at the relevant time

of accident. The Opposite parties further submitted

that on the date of occurrence, while driver of the

army vehicle namely Monoj Kr. Jadav bearing

registration number O3D-t52t64, very cautiously and

at a low speed and had given signal for turning the

vehicle toward gate No: 3 of head Quarter 4 Corps

from 10-20 meters ahead of the Baptist Chistian

Mission Hospital, at Mission Chariali , the claimant by

riding his motorcycle had dashed the Army vehicle with
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a great force from the front side by driving the same

rash and negligent manner. According to Opposite

parties, Monoj Kumar Jadav, driver of the Army vehicle

had lodged one FIR on 18.04.2015 before the

Kacharigaon police outpost, which was registered as

Tezpur P.S Case No: 4L0l 2015 under section

27913381427 of IPC, (GR case No: 854/2015), but the

investigating officer after completion of the

investigation had filed Final Report against the rider of

the motorcycle. According to Opposite parties No: 1 to

3 , the aforesaid accident was caused due to rash and

negligent driving of the rider of the motorcycle , hence

claimant claim petition is without any basis and

accordingly prays to dismiss the claim petition filed by

the claimant.

4. On the basis of the pleadings of both the parties,

the following issues have been framed by my learned

predecessor:

a) Whether the accident took place on 18.04.2015 at

about 10.20 A.M due to the rash and negligent

driving by the driver of the vehicle bearing

Registration number 448I 03L52I64A, (Ashok

Leyland ) and whether Sri Himanshu Kalita was

injured due to the alleged accident?
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b) Whether the claimant is entitled to get

compensation as prayed for and if so, from whom

and to what extent?

In order to prove the case/ the claimant Sri

Himanshu Kalita has examined himself as Cw-1,

besides exhibiting some document.

The Opposite Party No.l to 3 had duly cross-

examined the claimant, but they had not adduced any

evidence,

I have heard the argument placed by the learned

counsels for both sides. I have perused the evidence

on record of the claimant side.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASON THEREOF:

a) Issue No: I: (Whether the accident took

place on 18.04,2075 at about 70.20 A.M

due to the rash and negligent driving by the

driver of the vehicle bearing Registration

number 448 | 037527644 ( Ashok Leyland

) and whether Sri Himanshu Kalita was

injured due to the alleged accident?

B. Claimant Himanshu Kalita examined himself as

Cw-1 and deposed in his evidence that on 18.04.2015

at about 10.20 AM, while he was proceeding from

Tezpur Town toward his home by riding his motor cycle

5.

6.

7.
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bearing registration number AS-12-H-8128 (TVS,

APACHE ) and while he reached near NRL Petrol Pump

at NT road, Tezpur by the side of the road by following

the traffic rule, then the offending Army vehicle

bearing registration number 448I 03152164, ( Ashok

Leyland ), which was proceeding toward Tezpur ,

driven by the driver in a rash and negligent manner,

suddenly came to a wrong side of the road and dashed

against his motorcycle from the front side , thereby

causing grievous injury on his head, face and other

part of the body , resulting multiple fracture of his

facial bones and teeth. Cw-l further deposed in his

evidence that immediately after the accident, he was

taken to Baptist Christian Hospital , Tezpur on

18,04.2015 , but the attending doctors considering the

grievous injuries sustained by him, had referred him to

Guwahati for better medical treatment and thereafter

the claimant was admitted at GNRC, Guwahati.

Thereafter again the claimant had shifted to Guwahati

Medical College and Hospital, Guwahati (in shoft

GMCH) as an indoor patient on t810412015 and he was

discharged from GMCH, Guwahati on 16/0512015. The

claimant further submitted in his claim petition that he

was also treated at Regional Dental Clinic at Guwahati
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and still he is under treatment. Cw-1 deposed in his

evidence that he had sustained grievous injuries in the

faciomaxillary region and fracture injury in anterolateral

and medical wall of right maxillary sinus and all walls

of left maxillary sinus, fracture in the right lamina

papyraea, medical wall of right orbit, right nasal bone

and nasal septum, fracture in both medical and lateral

pterygoid plate on right side, along with other injury.

9. In his cross examination, he deposed that due the

impact of the accident, he was thrown off of his motor

cycle and had sustained fractured injuries on his knee,

face and had lost six numbers of teeth. He denied in

his cross- examination that the aforesaid accident was

caused due to his own rash and negligent riding of his

own motorcycle, as he lost his control over the vehicle

due to high speed of his motor cycle.

10. Although, the claimant in his evidence deposed

that he had sustained fractured injury and lost six

numbers of teeth due to the aforesaid accident, but he

has not adduced any evidence of the medical officer to

substantiate the fact. But from the perusal of the

evidence on record of the claimant side, prima-facie it

appears due to the rash and negligent driving on the

driver of the offending army vehicle bearing

ffi\
e#w
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registration number 448103152164, ( Ashok Leyland )
the accident occurred near NRL petrol pump, at NT

road, Tezpur.

11. Now question is, whether the claimant side has to
prove the rash and negligent driving of the offending

vehicle in a strict manner, as required under a criminal

case.

L2. In

case of

Februarv, 2018 by a Three Judges Bench of the then

chief Justice of India Hon'bre Justice Dipak Misra,

Hon'ble Justice A.M. Khanwirkar and Hon'bte Justice Dr.

D.Y. Chandrachud held as under:

",,,,,,,whi1e considering a claim petition, the
Tribunal is required to hotd an enguiry and act
not as criminal court so as to find whether the
claimants have estabtished the occurrence
beyond shadow of any reasonabre doubt. rn the
enquiry, if there is prima facie evidence of the
occurrence there is no reason to disbetieve such
evidence. The statements coupled with the facts
of registration of FrR and triat of the accused in a
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criminal court are sufficient to arrive at a
conclusion that the accident has taken place.

Likewise, in Kusum Lata Vs. Satbir, 2077 (2) RCR

(C) 379 (SC) Hon'ble Apex Coutt has held that in

a case relating to motor accident claims, the

claimants are not reguired to rove the case as it
is required to be done in a criminal trial' The

Coutt must keep this distinction in mind' Strict

proof of an accident caused by a particular bus in

a particutar manner may not be possible to be

done by the claimants.The claimants were

merely to establish their case on the touchstone

of preponderance of probability. The standard of
proof beyond reasonable doubt could not have

been applied."

13. In the case of Bimla Devi and others vs.

Himachal Road Transpoft Corporation and

others reported in (2009) 13 SC 530, Hon'ble

Supreme Court held that claims tribunals should not

insist on strict proof of an accident caused by a

particular vehicle in a particular manner and that

taking holistic view of the manner, evidence should be

examined on the touch stone of preponderance of

probability and not beyond reasonable doubt.

ffi#
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L4. In the case of N.K. V. Brothers (P) Ltd vs. M.

Karumal Ammal, AIR 1980 SC 1354 Hon'ble Apex

Court observed:

"Road accidents are one of the top killers in our
country, especially when truck and bus driver
operate nocturnally, This proverbial

recklessness often persuades the courts as has

been obserued by us eailier in other cases to
draw an initial presumption in several cases

based on the Doctrine of Res fpsa Loquitor.

Accident tribunals must take special care to see

that innocent victims do not suffer and drivers

and owners do not escape liability merely

because of some doubt here and some obscurity

there, Save in plain casesl culpability must be

inferred from the circumstances where it is
fairly reasonable,"

15. In the instant case, while appreciating the

evidence of the claimant side, and exhibited document

it reveals that the aforesaid accident had occurred at

NRL Petrol Pump at NT road, Tezpur. Although, the

opposite party in their written statement has admitted

that the driver Monoj Kumar Yada4 at the relevant

time of accident was driving the vehicle bearing

\
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registration number 448I 03152164, ( Ashok Leyland

), and alleged that it was the claimant who had drove

the vehicle in a rash and negligent manner, and dashed

against the army vehicle, but surprisingly in spite of

giving sufficient opportunity to the opposite parties No:

1 to 3, they had failed to adduce any evidence to

support their contention regarding the contributory

negligence on the part of the claimant'

16. It also reveals from Exhibit- 3 (Accident

information report, Form- 54), the officer in charge of

Kacharigaon out post under Tezpur police station had

registered a case being Tezpur PS case No: 409i2015

under section 27gl33B of IPC against the driver of the

offending vehicle namely Monoj Kumar Yadav,5104

ASC Bn ( 99 APD , Tezpur ) . From Exhibit -3 it also

reveals that the registration number of the offending

vehicle is mention as 448 t 03152164, ( Ashok Leyland

)and aforesaid vehicle is under the authority of 5104

ASC BN ( army ).The investigating officer after

completion of the investigation filed charge-sheet

against the driver Monoj Kumar Jadav of the offending

vehicle and from the charge-sheet (Ext-2) it reveals the

investigating officer filed charge-sheet against the

driver of the offending army vehicle under section

{sY
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2791338 of Ipc to stand trial. so from the Ext_2, itself
prima facie it is clear that the aforesaid accident was
caused due to the rash and negligent driving of the
driver of the offending vehicle.

17. It is pertinent to mention herewith that arthough
the opposite party No: 1 to 3 took the prea of
contributory negrigence of the rider of the motor cycre/
craimant, but they faired to prove the fact by
adducing orar evidence of the driver of the army
vehicles weil as other eye witness of the accident.
Further opposite party No: 1 to 3 in their written
statement deposed that driver of the army vehicre
namery Monoj Kumar Jadav arso fired one ejahar
before the Kacharigaon porice outpost under Tezpur
Police station and aforesaid FIR was registered as
Tezpur p.s case No: 410/2015 urs z79r33\r4z7 of Ipc
( GR CASE No: 854/2015 , but the investigating officer
after competition of the investigation filed Final Report
against the rider of the motor cycrel cfaimant , which
clearly shows that cfaimant has no any contributory
negligence in causing the aforesaid accident.

18. From Ext-4, i.e. medicaf examination report
issued by Baptist christian hospitar, Tezpur, it revears
that the injury sustained by the craimant was grievous
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in nature for which the hospital authority referred the

claimant to higher centre for better medical treatment.

As per discharge certificate (Ext-9) issued by Guwahati

Medical College and Hospital, Guwahati, the claimant

sustained Mandible fracture and as per Ext-10, he had

sustained Faciomaxillary fracture, Hemosinus, and soft

tissue swelling. From Ext-9, it reveals, claimant (Cw-1)

was admitted at GMCH Guwahati on 18/0412015 as an

indoor patient and he was discharged from the

aforesaid hospital on 16/05120t5. From Ext-12 & 13, it

also reveals, the claimant also took treatment at

Regional Dental College, Guwahati as a outdoor

patient.

19. From the medical documents submitted by the

claimant /injured, prima-facie it is proved that the "

injured had sustained grievous injury in the accident

caused by the driver of the offending vehicle due to

the rash and negligent driving.

20. Accordingly, issue number (a) is decided in

affirmative and in favour of the claimant.

Issue No: (b\:- (Whether the claimant is

entitted to get compensation as prayed for and if
so, from whom and to what extent?)

Menltrer
1149 f6oident Clair'rs Trtbunat

ScnitPur' TezPur
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2r, In instant case, admittedly the offending vehicle

belongs to 5104 ASC BN of Army, and hence there is
no any insurance coverage of the aforesaid govt.

vehicle. As I discuss earlier, although opposite party

No: 1 to 3, took the plea of contributory negligence on

the part of the claimant for riding his motor cycle in a
rash and negligent manne[ but they had failed to
prove the aforesaid contention by adducing cogent oral

as well as documentary evidence. on the other hand,

from the charge-sheet (Ext-2) filed by the investigating

officer against the erring driver of the offending vehicle

under section 27gl33\ of lpc, itself prove that the

driver of the offending vehicle by driving the same in a
rash and negligent manner had caused the aforesaid

accident.

22. It is also proved in issue No: (a), that due to the

aforesaid accident, the claimant had sustained grievous

injury i.e. faciomaxillary fracture, hemosinus, and soft
tissue swelling and he was admitted at GMCH,

Guwahati on r9l04l20r5 as a indoor patient and

discharged from GMCH, Guwahati on 16/0512015.

23. The claimant has exhibited medical bill/ voucher

bifl amounting to Rs.2,74,092.70, but on scrutiny of the
medical bill/ voucher, it reveals in some medical btlll
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voucher are exhibited in double ( Ext-48 & Ext-55) .

Moreover from Ext-71 to Ext-92 claimant has shown to

purchase \\ Macprot active" a nutritional supplement

from one Relax Medicine centre in some different date

amounting to Rs.13,5B4l. Vide Ext-72 and Ext-85, it is

shown that he had purchase the aforesaid vitamin

supplement amounting Rs.4440.00 ( 12 piece ) and

Rs.3700.00, at a time , which is hard to believe. Ext-

101 is one invoice amounting to Rs.61,000/ dated

LL04.2015, but the aforesaid accident had occurred on

18.04.20L5, and hence aforesaid Exhibited document is

not related present accident case.

24. For conveyance to Guwahati from Tezpur for the

medical treatment, claimant has submitted voucher

amounting to Rs. 10,008./ ( rupees ten thousand and 
'

eight ) only which is accepted after scrutiny of the

voucher.

25. Accordingly after careful scrutiny of medical bill

and other voucher, (exhibited documents), the claimant

had spent an amount of Rs. 2,L2,462.00( Rupees two

lakhs, twelve thousand , four hundred and sixty two )

including the conveyance allowance.

26. In the instant case, the claimant himself deposed

in his evidence that at the relevant time of accident he
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was a student of ITI, Tezpur and pursuing a course of
Fitter. Hence question of earning by the claimant at the
relevant time of accident does not arise.

27. Although cw-l, in his evidence deposed that he
had lost the whole academic year of 2015, and could
not appear in the final examination as till the year of
20L9 he was under treatment, but cw-1 failed to show
any medical documents that he had been continuously
on medical treatment from the year of 2015 to 2019.
Moreover, he failed to show any document by which it
can be suggested that due to the aforesaid accident he

had lost his academic year and could not pursue

further study.

28. The claimant although in his deposed that due to
disfiguration of his face, he has to undergo surgery in

future, but as I discuss earlier, he has not examined
any doctor to prove this fact, that due to injury
sustained by him in the accident his face was disfigure
which need surgery. Further cw-1 has not furnished
any medical documents in his claim petition as well
in his affidavitar evidence to show that due
disfiguration of his face, he need surgery.

29. Although cw-l faired to show that he need money
for his future treatment, but a lump sum amount of

AS

to
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Rs.10,000/ ( Rupees ten thousand ) is given to him for

his future treatment

30. Accordingly the claimant is found to entitled to

get the following amount as compensation on different

head:

l\{ e nr tre r
tlobr Accrdent Ctarrls 

'Ir$unat

EorritPur' TezPut

1. Pecuniary & Non oecuniary loss of the claimant

Cost of medical expenses

including the conveyance

Rs. 2, 12,462.00,

Cost of future medical

expenses

Rs.10,000.00

For pain & suffering Rs. 30,000.00

Loss of amenities Rs. 20,000.00

House rent Rs.5000.00

Total= Rs.2,77,462.001 ( round uP

Rs. 2,77,465.00 ) ( RuPees

two lakhs, seventY seven

thousand, four hundred and

sixty five ) only
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ORDER

2. In result, the craim petition fired by the craimant
is allowed. As the offending Army Vehicre bearing
registration No. 448 I 03ls2r64, (Ashok Leyrand )
berong to 5104 ADC BN, ( c/0-ggApo ) opposite party /
Union of India , represented by Ministry of Defence,
hence they are liable to pay the compensation amount
to the claimant. Accordingry opposite party / Union of
India , represented Ministry of Defence is directed to
make the payment of Rs. 2,77,465.00 ) ( Rupees two
lakhs, seventy seven thousand, four hundred and sixty
five ) only to the cfaimant with interest thereon @ 60lo

per annum/ from 18.03.21 and Union of India is

directed to deposit the aforesaid amount into the Bank
Account of the MAcr, sonitpur, Tezpur, in compriance to
the guideline laid down by Hon'ble Apex court in Bajaj
Aflianz General Insurance company -vs- Union of India
& others { civir No: (s) 534/ 2020} rhrough RTGS or
NEFT for transfer of the same to the claimant in his
accounts within one month from the date of receipt of
the order of this tribunal , failing which, they shall be
fiable to pay future interest at the rate of Bo/o from
today till its realization of the compensation amount.
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Furnish a free copy of this judgment to parties

concerned as provided u/s 168(2) M V Act within 7

(seven) days from the date of judgment.

Given under my hand and seal of this Tribunal on

this 30th day of July , 2022, at Sontipur, Tezpur

Dictated and corrected by

3.

4.


